GOVERNMENT OF ANDHRA PRADESH

ABSTRACT

Social Welfare (Tribal Welfare) Department – Sanction of Scholarships to SCs, STs & BC students – Comprehensive procedure prescribed – Amendment – Issued.

SOCIAL WELFARE (TW.Edn.1) DEPARTMENT

G.O.Ms.No. 15° 03593 Dated: 24-03-2007

Read the following:-

G.O.Ms.No. 90, S.W (SW.Edn.2) Dept., dt. 30-7-2002
G.O.Ms.No.56, S.W (SW.Edn.2) Dept., dt. 06-10-2003

ORDER

In the reference 3rd read above, the CTW., A.P., Hyd has that stated in the reference 2nd read above an addendum was issued to para 4 (g) of the G.O first read above for sanction of Postmatric Scholarships to SC Students studying in Self Finance Courses under Graduate and Post Graduate level and powers were delegated to DD(SW) for inspection of institutions, physical verification of SC students etc. before sanction of Postmatric Scholarships. He has stated that there is no mention of extending the benefit to ST students and empowering DTWO’s for sanction of scholarships. Therefore, the Commissioner of Tribal Welfare, A.P., Hyd has requested to issue necessary orders in respect of Tribal Welfare Department on par with the orders issued by Social Welfare Department in the reference 2nd read above as the orders issued in the reference 1st read above were issued for SC, ST and BC students.

2. Government after careful examination of the matter hereby issue following amendments to the G.O 2nd read above:

Amendment

"The words Commissioner / Director of Tribal Welfare, DTWO’s and S.T Student shall be added after the words CSW, DD’s (SW) and SC students respectively in the said G.O wherever they occur"

3. This G.O is also available at www.aptribes.gov.in and www.aponline.gov.in

(BY ORDER AND IN THE NAME OF GOVERNOR OF ANDHRA PRADESH)

V. NAGI REDDY
SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT (TW)

To:
The Director of Tribal Welfare, A.P., Hyderabad
The Commissioner of Social Welfare, A.P., Hyderabad
The Commissioner of BC.Welfare
The Director of Treasuries & Accounts, Hyderabad
All the Project Officer’s ITDAs / DTWO’s
All the DD (SW)
The Commissioner of Higher Education, A.P, Hyderabad
The Commissioner of Technical Education A.P., Hyderabad
The Director of Medical Education, A.P., Hyderabad
The Commissioner of L.E & T. A.P., Hyderabad
The Commissioner of School Education, A.P.,Hyderabad

Copy to:
All the District Collectors,
All V.C of Universities